Sex & American Christianity: The Religious Divides That Fractured a Nation

Gay marriage, transgender rights, birth control—sex is at the heart of many of the most divisive political issues of our age.

Beginning in the 1920s, after women gained the right to vote nationwide, a longstanding religious consensus about sexual morality began to fray irreparably. The slow but steady unraveling of that consensus in the decades that followed has transformed America’s broader culture and public life, dividing our politics and pushing sex to the center of our public debate.

Join us for a conversation with Marie Griffith as she speaks to the history of how the Christian consensus on sex unraveled, and how this unraveling has made our political battles over sex so ferocious and intractable.

Thu, Mar. 15, 2018 - 5:00PM
Marston Theater
ASU Tempe Campus

For more information and to RSVP: visit csrc.eventbrite.com
email csrc@asu.edu
or call 480.727.6736